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PRESIDENT’S CORNER / BOB SCHRAGE

NEW YEAR, NEW
CHALLENGES AND
A NEW FOCUS
TOGETHER WE CAN
CHANGE CINCINNATUS
AND CHANGE OUR CITY
First, let me wish everyone a very
happy new year. This year should
prove transformative for Cincinnatus as we implement our new
focus. I would like to encourage
you to think of ways you can be
actively involved and engaged.
Don’t sit on the sidelines in 2016!
In addition, as I have six months left
on my term as president, I intend to
undertake a comprehensive review
of our voting and endorsement
process and the dues structure.
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The dancing fountains at the new Smale Park give our city a welcoming front door. But are
we welcoming to everyone, regardless of income and life story?

ARE WE TWO CITIES?
Our focus on opportunity for all is intended to engage
DID YOU KNOW…
“Child poverty is down in Cincin-

nati, going from 53.1 percent in
2012 to 44.3 percent in 2014….
The updated poverty numbers
come from the U.S. Census
Bureau’s American Community
Survey. They show that while
Cincinnati is trending in the
right direction on child poverty, progress is slow. Cincinnati’s rate is still more than
double the national rate of 21.7
percent and nearly double the
state rate of 22.9 percent.”
-Cincinnati Enquirer Oct. 2, 2015

A

s we wrapped up
2015, the Cincinnatus Association
membership discussed and
set a course for the future.

American idea of life,
liberty and the pursuit of
happiness thrives.

Our members voted
unanimously to endorse
the new three-year focus of
It is a course we hope will
engage our members more the Cincinnatus Associadeeply and help strengthen tion. Specifically, the focus
our message as we recruit endorsed is as follows:
new members.
“The focus of the CincinnaThat message is that we
tus Association for the
want to be part of the
years of 2016-2019 is in
solution. We want to be
essence a focus on the
involved. To act.
American dream of working hard, earning a decent
Our focus is on creating a
living, buying a home and
city where everyone can
succeed economically and saving for retirement.
See FOCUS/PAGE 2
otherwise; where the

Finally, as we end one year and
begin another, please accept my
sincere appreciation for all you do
for Cincinnatus.
LET’S RECRUIT
Our members are our lifeblood. As
we undertake our new focus, it is
important to recruit members who
can help us make a difference.
Did you know that you can bring
potential new members to any Cincinnatus meeting free of charge?
The association will cover the cost
of the meal. I would like to make
an appeal for you bring at least one
recruit to a meeting this year.
CITIZEN CINCINNATUS AWARD
The Citizen Cincinnatus Award is
awarded to recognize the exceptional contribution of an individual
for work on a panel, committee or a
special assignment.
The Executive Committee is
accepting nominations through
Feb. 1. The nomination form is
available on our website.
Questions, comments? Email
bschrage10@gmail.com.

Hotoffthepress/PAGE TWO . . .
OUR Q&A WITH MIKE CANAN, editor, WCPO.com
How’s it working out in
Cincinnati?
I love it here. I love the
community, the traditions,
the people.
First impression?
This is a city with immense
pride — and for good reason. Personally and professionally, I can’t think of any place I’d rather be.
Skyline or Graeter’s?
Skyline for dinner, Graeter’s for dessert
Bengals or Reds?

Q: What’s “new media” mean for news consumers?
Honestly, the term new media is not one I like. And the term itself means little
to people. I’ll say this: Media is changing rapidly. As a consumer, you have access to more news and information than any point in history. The challenge is
wading through the noise to find what is valuable to you. The other challenge
for society is how do we avoid self selection? For example, if I have a certain
political world view and surround myself with people with that same world view
on social media and only look to certain news outlets for information, I might
never be exposed to different perspectives. But people have always been able
to isolate themselves.
The second big change is because there are so many different ways to get news
and information ALONG with a billion other ways to spend your time, the competition for consumers’ attention is fierce. That’s a good thing for consumers. It
means media MUST change or die.

The list is long. I like to take people out to OTR — especially if people have been here before and remember what
OTR was like.

We can’t sit back and say: "We’re going to produce this story for you because
we believe it’s important, and we are the newspaper or TV station and you have
no choice but to digest it.” People are going to walk away from that and never
come back. We in the media have to change the types of stories we tell, how
we tell them, how we get feedback from consumers and many more key aspects of our business. If we don’t, we will go out of business and someone who
DOES listen to consumers, react to their needs and adjust to changing habits
and technologies will take our place.

What don’t we know about you?

Q: Are you modeling something that can be replicated in other cities?

I’ve run 10 marathons. I’ll be running my 11th on Jan. 17 in
Houston. I’ve run the Boston Marathon twice, including
2013 when the bombings occurred.

That’s our goal at WCPO.com. We are trying to adapt and adjust to build something that serves a local news audience in a better way than either the newspaper or other TV stations can. That’s why Scripps has
invested so many resources into WCPO.com.
Support the

Reds for sure. I like the Bengals, but I’ve been a Reds fan
for far longer, and I care much more about baseball.
When your guests visit, what do you show them about
our city?

Spencer Awards
FOCUS/ CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
“Poverty in Greater Cincinnati, including
Northern Kentucky, is high and should be a
priority for improvement.
“The Cincinnatus Association believes there is
much going right in the region, but when an
entire class of citizens is nowhere close to
achieving the American dream, we have a
problem. For example, Cincinnati has one of
the nation’s highest childhood poverty rates.
“This difference between our citizens has a
tremendous impact on so many aspects of the
community. Likewise, part of the solution lies
in local government, education, and inclusion;
three traditional focuses of the Cincinnatus
Association.
“Reducing the poverty rate, increasing income
across the region, improving educational opportunities and equality, and developing and

growing our economy all will reduce this disparity.”
Now the hard part: W h at do es th is all
mean? How will we get started? What will we
do?
Here are some guiding principles:
▪ The focus areas will guide the efforts of our
panels.
▪ The Executive Committee will take a stronger
role in deciding which projects the Association
will undertake.
▪ Monthly meetings will relate to our focus.
▪ We’ll produce an annual report card assessing
our progress.
As we move forward, more specifics will
emerge concerning implementation. As always,
the Executive Committee invites your insights
and input.

The first Marian & Donald
Spencer “Spirit of America
Awards” in May 2015
allowed us to celebrate our
awardees, but also the life
and work of the amazing
Marian Spencer.
She is to Cincinnati what
Rosa Parks is to Montgomery, Alabama – and their
city honors Rosa every year.
Marian’s quest to “do the
right thing” is a story that
needs to be told again and
again.
Mark your calendars now
for the 2016 dinner: May
10, our usual meeting night.
Tickets are $65. You can
buy a table for $600.
Sponsorships welcome.

